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A  CHARACTERIZATION  OF TORSIONFREE

MODULES  OVER  RINGS  OF  QUOTIENTS

JOHN A.  BEACHY

Abstract. Let a be an idempotent kernel functor defining the

ring of left quotients Q„(R). We introduce a notion of cr-divisibility,

and show that a cr-torsionfree /{-module M is a module over Qa(R)

if and only if M is cr-divisible.

In his paper Rings and modules of quotients, Goldman [2] investigated

the construction of rings of quotients of a ring R with respect to idempotent

kernel functors of the category RM of left Ä-modules. If a is such an

idempotent kernel functor, then it was shown that every cr-torsionfree and

o--injective left Ä-module is a left module over the ring of quotients Qa(R).

We have called a module RM o--divisible if it is generated in the categorical

sense by the A-module Qa(R). In Theorem 4 below we show that a a-

torsionfree module RM is a left ôff(F)-module (extending the action of R)

if and only if M is cr-divisible. In Theorem 6 we show that the quotient

functor Q„ is naturally isomorphic to the functor Qa(R)®_if and only if

every ff-torsionfree and cr-divisible left ^-module is cr-injective.

All rings considered in this note are associative rings with identity, and

all modules are assumed to be unital. For the convenience of the reader

we repeat the relevant definitions of [2] and [3]. A functor o from RM

into itself is called a kernel functor if it has the following properties: (i)

a(M) is a submodule of M for every M e RM. (ii) Iff: M—>-N is a homo-

morphism, then f(o(M))^ o(N), and o(f) is the restriction off to o(M).

(iii) If M' is a submodule of M-, then a(M') = M' t~\a(M). If, in addition,

o(M¡o(M))=0 for all M e RM, then a is called an idempotent kernel

functor.

For the remainder of the note we let a be a fixed idempotent kernel

functor of RM. A module RM is called a-torsion if o(M) = M; it is called

cr-torsionfree if o(M)=0. A submodule M' of M is said to be cr-dense in

M if M\M' is cr-torsion ; it is said to be tr-closed in M if M\M' is cr-torsion-

free. The intersection of all cr-closed submodules of M which contain M' is

called the o--closure of M' in M.
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A module RN is called cr-injective if it has the following property: if

RM is any module and M' is any cr-dense submodule of M, then every

.R-homomorphism from M' to N extends to a homomorphism from M to

N. For any module RM the module of quotients Qa(M) with respect to cr

is defined in the following way : let Q„(M) he the cr-closure of M/a(M) in its

injective envelope E(Mjo(M)). With this definition, Qa(M) is cr-torsionfree

and cr-injective, and M/o(M) is cr-dense in Q„(M). In particular, Qa(R) has

a natural ring structure, and is called the ring of left quotients of R with

respect to a. Every cr-torsionfree and cr-injective left Ä-module is a left

module over Q„(R), and moreover, the action of Qa(R) on M extends

(uniquely) the action of R on M.

If R is commutative and S is a multiplicatively closed set of elements of

R, then the ring of quotients Rs of R with respect to S has the property

that s-Rs=Rs for all s e S. Furthermore, any quotient of a direct sum of

copies of Rs shares this property of being "S-divisible". If M is an

i?-module such that sm^Q for all s e S and all me M, then M is an Rs-

module (extending the i?-module structure) if and only if M is "S-

divisible". This motivates the following definition. (We use M1 to denote

the direct sum of modules indexed by the set /and all isomorphic to RM.)

Definition 1. A module RM is said to be cr-divisible if there exists an

i?-epimorphism Q^R)1—*-M—^0 for some index set /.

It is clear that RM is cr-divisible if and only if for any i?-homomorphism

Oy¿f:M^>-N there exists a homomorphism g:Q„(Ry-*M such that fg^Q,

so that M is cr-divisible if and only if Qa(R) generates M in the categorical

sense. It follows from this that the full subcategory of cr-divisible R-

modules is cocomplete. (The reader is referred to [1] for this and further

details.) We next give a definition which is shown by Proposition 3 to be

equivalent to the corresponding definition in [2], but which is more

convenient for our purposes.

Definition 2.   A module RP is cr-projective if for every diagram

P

I
M — M" -* 0

with M-*-M" an epimorphism, M and M" cr-torsionfree ^-modules, and M

cr-injective, there is a homomorphism P—>-M making the diagram com-

mutative.

Proposition 3.   For a module RP the following are equivalent:

(i) RP is a-projective.

(ii) For any epimorphism M->-A/"—>-0 with M and M" a-torsionfree R-

modules, and any homomorphism P^-M", there is a a-dense submodule P'
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ofP and a homomorphism P'-*M making the diagram

O^P' -* P

I        i
M->M"^0

commutative.

Proof. (i)=>(ii) Given an epimorphism M-*M"->-0 with M and M"

cr-torsionfree, Qa(M) and Qa(M") are extensions of M and M" respec-

tively, and M-+M" extends to Q„(M)-+Qa(M"). If N is the image of this

homomorphism, this gives the diagram

0 0

1 1
M-> M" -+ 0

I I
Qa(M)^N  -*0.

If P—fM" is any homomorphism, then if RP is er-projective, P-+M"—>-N

lifts to f:P->-Qa(M) because Qa(M) is cr-injective and both Qa(M) and N

are cr-torsionfree. Let P'=f~x(M). Since M is cr-dense in 2„(M), it follows

that P' is cr-dense in P, and thus / restricted to P' gives the required

homomorphism.

(ii)=>(i) If p satisfies condition (ii) and the diagram

P

V
M^+M"--+0

is given with M cr-injective and M and M" both cr-torsionfree, then there

exists a cr-dense submodule P' of P and a homomorphism g':P'-*M such

that g'=fi, where i:P'—>-P is the inclusion. Since M is cr-injective and P'

is cr-dense in P, g extends to g:P->-M, with g'=gi. But then^=7rg/, and it

follows from the fact that P' is cr-dense in P and M" is cr-torsionfree that

f=7Tg.      D
The next theorem is our main result. It gives a condition which character-

izes cr-torsionfree, cr-divisible ^-modules and which shows that for cr-

torsionfree modules the notion of cr-divisible is a generalization of that of

cr-injective. Furthermore, it shows that among cr-torsionfree Ä-modules

the cr-divisible modules are precisely those whose i?-module structure can

be extended to a (^W-module structure.

Theorem 4. Let RM be o-torsionfree. Then the following conditions are

equivalent :

(i) M is o-divisible.

(ii) If N' is a finitely generated, o-projective and o-dense submodule of a
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module RN, then every R-homomorphism from N' to M extends to a homo-

morphism from N to M.

(iii) The R-module structure of M can be extended uniquely to give M

the structure of a left Q„(R)-module.

Proof. (i)=>(ii) Let N' be a finitely generated, cr-projective and cr-

dense submodule of a module RN and f:N'—*M be an .R-homomorphism.

If M is cr-divisible, then there exists an i?-epimorphism tt:Q<,(R)i—>-M

for some index set /. Since N' is finitely generated, so is f(N'), and thus

f(N') must be contained in the image of a finite number of summands of

Qa(R)1. Letting M' be this image of a direct sum of finitely many copies

of Qa(R), we have the following diagram:

0-> N'-► N

X
Q.(RT->M'->0

V Y

Q,(RY->M->0.

But now Q„(R)n is cr-injective since it is a direct sum of finitely many cr-

injective modules, and in addition, both Qa(R)n and M' are cr-torsionfree.

It then follows from the assumption that N' is cr-projective that / can be

lifted to a homomorphism/' :N-+Q„(R)n. Because N' is cr-dense in N and

Qa(R)n is cr-injective,/' can be extended to g-.N-^Q^Rf^Q^R)1, and

Ttg gives the required extension of/to N.

(ii)=>(iii) We first observe that if RP is a projective R-module, then

P\cs(P) is cr-projective, since any R-homomorphism from P into a cr-

torsionfree module factors through P\a(P). In particular, R\a(R) is cr-

projective. Since M is cr-torsionfree, for each me M the homomorphism

from R to M defined by ri—>rm factors through R/o(R), and then if M

satisfies condition (ii) this extends to Qa(R), since Rlo(R) is finitely gen-

erated, cr-projective, and cr-dense in Qa(R). The extension is unique since

M is cr-torsionfree. That this is the required Qa(R)-module structure on M

can be easily verified.

(iii)=>(i) If M is a Q^Rf-module, then it is a quotient of a free Qa(R)-

module. Viewing M as an R-module under the induced R-module structure,

this shows that M is cr-divisible. It follows that if RM has a Qa(R)-mod\i\e

structure which extends the .R-module structure, then M is cr-divisible.    D

We recall that Goldman calls a Noetherian if the following property is

satisfied: if AX^A2^- ■ ■ is an ascending chain of left ideals of R whose

union is cr-dense in R, then for some n, An is cr-dense in R. Any direct sum
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of cr-torsionfree, cr-injective Ä-moduIes is cr-injective if and only if a is

Noetherian. If we assume that cr is Noetherian, then condition (ii) of

Theorem 4 can be simplified somewhat.

Proposition 5. Let RM be o-torsionfree, and assume that a is Noe-

therian. Then the following are equivalent:

(i) M is o-divisible.

(ii) If N' is a o-projective and o-dense submodule of RN, then every R-

homomorphism from N' to M extends to a homomorphism from N to M.

Proof. It is immediate from the previous theorem that (ii)=>(i).

Conversely, assume that o is Noetherian and M is cr-torsionfree and cr-

divisible. Since a is Noetherian, any direct sum of copies of Qa(R) is cr-

injective, so any iî-homomorphism from a cr-projective module N' into

M can be lifted to the module (¿„(R)1 lying above M. The proof then

follows as before.    □

The idempotent kernel functor cr is said by Goldman to have property

(T) if Q„(M) is isomorphic to Qa(R)®RM for all modules RM. Such

kernel functors can be characterized using the notion of cr-divisibility.

Theorem 6.    The following conditions are equivalent:

(i) o has property (T).

(ii) Every o-torsionfree, o-divisible left R-module is o-injective.

Proof. Theorems 4.4 and 4.5 of [2] show that cr has property (T) if

and only if (a) every direct sum of cr-torsionfree, cr-injective modules is

cr-injective and (b) every cr-torsionfree quotient of a cr-torsionfree, cr-

injective module is cr-injective. The proof then follows directly from the

definition of cr-divisible and the fact that all direct sums and quotients of

cr-divisible modules are again cr-divisible.    □
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